B. MULLEN WINS IN THE MODS WHILE CZARAPATA & EBERT SWEEP ACTION AT OUTAGAMIE SPEEDWAY

(Seymour, WI) August 19, 2018 Outagamie Speedway Powered by EWSC Race Report: Entering the second to final point night there were 20 IMCA Modifieds, 22 IMCA Stock Cars, 16 IMCA Sport Mods, 14 Street Stocks and 17 IMCA Sport Compacts. Fan Appreciation night will crown champions in all five divisions on Sunday, August 26. Racing starts at 6:00pm

IMCA Modified racer JJ Andersen entered the night looking for the hat trick after winning Friday at Luxemburg and Saturday at 141. Andersen jumped to the lead on lap 1 and looked well on his way to completing that task. Brian Mullen raced from row 4 into the runner up spot on lap 5. With Andersen and Mullen both running the top groove it looked as if that’s how they would finish. A caution a lap 8 changed everything. With Mullen restarting down low, Andersen switched to the bottom of the track allowing Mullen the preferred line up top. Mullen took the lead, going unchallenged the remainder of the event for the win. Andersen was left to wonder what might have been with a second place. Tyler Wilson, Johnny Whitman and Benji LaCrosse completed the top five.

A battle within a battle so to speak during the IMCA Stock Car feature as Mike Coel, Rod Snellenberger and Trent Nolan compete for the title. Aaron Karcz led the opening circuit until last week’s winner Brandon Czarapta raced by down low for the top spot. Nolan didn’t finish due to mechanical issues putting a damper on his title hopes. Czarapata checked out, taking the win with a dominating performance. The contest went green to checker. Mike Mullen rallied late to place second, Travis Van Straten was third, Snellenberger took fourth, Eric Arneson placed fifth and Coel was sixth. Snellenberger and Coel enter the final night tied for the point lead.

Racin’ Jason Ebert was class of the field in the IMCA Sport Mods. Ebert blasted his was from 6th to the lead on lap 1. Although there several cautions Ebert was never challenged, picking up his 2nd feature win in a row and a clean sweep on the night. Cody Schroeder placed a solid second, point leader Lucas Lambries was third, Chris Budzban took fourth and John Rothmund raced from 12th to complete the top five.

Dave Hoerning took the lead from Chris Loewenhagen on lap 2 and never looked back, picking up the win in the Street Stocks. Jordan Ross won a late race battle with Lexii Ashcraft to place second, Paul Ambrosius took fourth and point leader Kevin Hebbe placed fifth. Hebbe leads Ross by 3 points and Ashcraft by 4.

Kameron Jorgenson went toe to toe with point leader TJ Everard for the top spot in the IMCA Sport Compact win. On lap 9 the right front wheel broke off Jorgenson’s racer, Everard launched over the tire and head on into the wall. Both drivers were ok but they were done for the night. Cody Booth inherited the lead. Booth went unchallenged to score his first win of the season. Al Cottrell took over the point lead.

HEAT & FEATURE RESULTS
**IMCA MODIFIED FEATURE:** Brian Mullen, Seymour; JJ Anderson, De Pere; Tayler Wilson, Sobieski; Johnny Whitman, De Pere; Benji LaCrosse, Green Bay

HEAT 1) Jerry Wilinski, Seymour; B. Mullen 2) LaCrosse; Marcus Yarie, Wausau 3) Andersen; Whitman

**IMCA STOCK CAR FEATURE:** Brandon Czarapata, Krakow; Mike Mullen, Seymour; Travis Van Straten, Hortonville; Rod Snellenberger, Pulaski; Eric Arneson, Green Bay

HEAT 1) Mike Coel, Pulaski; Van Straten 2) Trent Nolan, Shawano; Arneson 3) Czarapata; Snellenberger

**IMCA SPORT MOD FEATURE:** Jason Ebert, Clintonville; Cody Schroeder, Manitowoc; Lucas Lambries, Belle Plaine; Chris Budzban, Green Bay; John Rothmund, Manitowoc

HEAT 1) Todd Beohnlein, Black Creek; Tailar Ness, Abrams; 2) Ebert; Brian Ankerson, Krakow

**STREET STOCK FEATURE:** Dave Hoerning, Appleton; Jordan Ross, Oshkosh; Lexii Ashcraft, Oshkosh; Paul Ambrosius, Seymour; Kevin Hebbe, Neenah

**IMCA SPORT COMPACT FEATURE:** Cody Booth, Oshkosh; Cole Thomas, Oshkosh; Kevin Bice, Oconto; Michael Brehmer, Oconto Falls; Al Cottrell, Oshkosh

HEAT 1) Kameron Jorgenson, Oneida; Brehmer 2) Tony Everard, Green Bay; Jake Peters, Shiocton